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L. Intnoduction

Vector quantization ffO h] plays an essential role in a
number of signalprcessing systems like associative memo-
ries, Idohonen='s selforganizing maps, audiorVisual data
compression systems, image reognition systems and so
forth. In vector quantizatiorl the distane between an input
vecbor and eadr template vector is mmputed in the first
plae, and then the template vector having the minimum
distarre to the input vector is identified as the winner. In
hardware implementation of VQ systems, the circuit
carffying out the winner search in a large number of tem-
plate vectors is called winnertake-all ffiTN. High-speed
searefr for the winner is a primary @ncern of the WTA

Tlre first WTA circuit was developed using a eur
rent'mode technique in the MOS subthreshold regime [2],
and several other current-mode cirruits [g] have been re-
ported. The WTA in a voltage mode of operation was first
developed using the vMOS technologr [a] as shourn in Frg. 1.

The circuit is mmposed of multiple dropper omparators
having two equally-weighted vMOS inputs where VnV"
are voltage inputs representing distanes calculated by
vMOS analog vector matching circuits. The magnitude of
the voltage is mnverted to a delay time using a mrnmon
ramp'up signal ff*-J. The winner is detecbed as the first
upsetting aomparator. The first upsetting signal is fed back
to each comparator through a multipleinput OR to close
the latch switch, thus fireezing its output state at the mo-
ment of the winner upsetting. The problem of this circuit is
that several other comparators have clrane to upset before
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Fig. 1. vMOS WTAcirqdt employing a feed'

baekloop via multiple-input OR t4l.

the OR output signal arrives due to the finite delay in the
OR circuibry'.

The RS flip{op hree arc}ritecturc was inhmducedinRef. [5]
to detect the first a:rival of a non'zern pulse, where the
Hamming distane between two binaqy codes was @n-
verted to the delay of a propagating pulse.

The purpose of this paper is to develop a high perform-
ane WTA using the ramp-voltage technique for dis'
tane'to-delay conversion and the trree architecture for de'
I;ay detection Howeve4 a simple OR*ree was employed
instead of the RS flip-flop firee in Ref. [5] to enhance the
speed and acuracy. As a result, 8-bit accwacy search for 64
distance inputs has been e4perimentally demonstrated at a
ramp rate of 5Y1250-350nsec.
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Fig. 2. WTAcircuit employing open-loop

ORtnee arcldtectue.

2. OR-tr€e Winner-Thke-All Circuit

The WTAcircuit developed in this work is showed in Fig. 2.

Tlre circuit onsists of two pafts: a voltage-to-time converter
where the vMOS inputs were replaed by a single-capacitor
input as mmpare to the one in Fig. 1; a delaytime detection
circuit.

Ttre delay'time detector is built in a simple OR'tree ar-
chitecture. At each input stage of an OR circadt, a flip{op
latch is attaclred in parallel to the OR. Tlre flip{op detects
which node upsets first, and stores the result. In other
word.s, the winner position is memorized in the open'Ioop
oonfigr.uation. As a result, there is no problem of time delay
in the feedbachloop.
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In the time-domain WTA in Ref. [tr], the output of the
flip{op is directly or:nected to the next flip-flop input. The
prrcblem is that it takes a long time for the flip-flop to settle
in a stable state when two input signals a:rive at ahnost
the same time. This delays the winner signal to propagate
to the next stage, leading to an error in the winner detes
tion. However, this dose not oocur in the OR-fuee circuit'y.
In this work, a latching omparator and a dynamic logic

gate were employed for the flip-flop and the OR, respec-
tively as illustrated in Fig. 3. The sink current in the OR is
limited by a proper sizing of the bottom NMOS, thus firr
ther reducing the variation in the logic set-up time de-
pending on whether the input h '0, f' or "1, f'.

Fig. 3. *dcomparator attached

in parallel to the OR tree.

3. ResulbandDiscussion

A test WTA circuit having 64 inputs was designed and
fabricated in a 0.6'pm CMOS technolory. A photomicro-
graph of the test chip is given in Fig. 4, and an example of
test chip measwements is demonstrated in Fig. 5.

The performance of the WTA circuit using the OR-tree
architecture and that of the WTA circuit using a 64'input
domino-logtc OR in a feedback loop (as shown in Fig. il
were compared by the post-layout HSPICE simulation. hr
order to achieve an 8'bit resolution aeuracy in the latter,
the ramp-up time greater than l.5psec is required for the
voltage swing of 5V While, the ramp-up time as short as
l60nsec is sufficient in the former

In the test circuit, the ramp-up voltage was internally
generated using a pMOS cunent sowce. From the meas-
urementresults, itwas foundthatthe OR-foee adrieves the
time resolution of 500-700psec and that the voltage resolu'
tion of 8 bits is obtained at a ramp-up rate of
5V/25(F35Onsec.

4. Conclusion

A highperfom.ance WTA circuit has been developed em'
ployrrg an cpen-Imp OR{r€e architecfile. The WTA circuit
can operate about ten times faster than the onventional
WTAcircuit employing feedback loop via mul-tiple-input OR.

Fig. 4. Photomicnograph of the test chip.
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Flg. 5. Measured. wavefom.s of a test circadt.
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